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The Mangotoxin Biosynthetic Operon (mbo) Is Specifically Distributed
within Pseudomonas syringae Genomospecies 1 and Was Acquired
Only Once during Evolution

Víctor J. Carrión,a José A. Gutiérrez-Barranquero,a Eva Arrebola,b Leire Bardaji,c Juan C. Codina,a Antonio de Vicente,a

Francisco M. Cazorla,a Jesús Murilloc

Instituto de Hortofruticultura Subtropical y Mediterránea La Mayora (IHSM-UMA-CSIC), Departamento de Microbiología, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Málaga,
Málaga, Spaina; Instituto de Hortofruticultura Subtropical y Mediterránea La Mayora (IHSMUMA-CSIC), Estación Experimental La Mayora, Algarrobo-Costa, Málaga, Spainb;
Laboratorio de Patología Vegetal, ETS Ingenieros Agrónomos, Universidad Pública de Navarra, Pamplona, Spainc

Mangotoxin production was first described in Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae strains. A phenotypic characterization of 94 P.
syringae strains was carried out to determine the genetic evolution of the mangotoxin biosynthetic operon (mbo). We designed a
PCR primer pair specific for the mbo operon to examine its distribution within the P. syringae complex. These primers amplified
a 692-bp DNA fragment from 52 mangotoxin-producing strains and from 7 non-mangotoxin-producing strains that harbor the
mbo operon, whereas 35 non-mangotoxin-producing strains did not yield any amplification. This, together with the analysis of
draft genomes, allowed the identification of the mbo operon in five pathovars (pathovars aptata, avellanae, japonica, pisi, and
syringae), all of which belong to genomospecies 1, suggesting a limited distribution of the mbo genes in the P. syringae complex.
Phylogenetic analyses using partial sequences from housekeeping genes differentiated three groups within genomospecies 1. All
of the strains containing the mbo operon clustered in groups I and II, whereas those lacking the operon clustered in group III;
however, the relative branching order of these three groups is dependent on the genes used to construct the phylogeny. The mbo
operon maintains synteny and is inserted in the same genomic location, with high sequence conservation around the insertion
point, for all the strains in groups I and II. These data support the idea that the mbo operon was acquired horizontally and only
once by the ancestor of groups I and II from genomospecies 1 within the P. syringae complex.

The bacterial plant pathogen Pseudomonas syringae is ubiqui-
tous in nature and often causes economically important plant

diseases. This bacterial species establishes an epiphytic population
in association with a plant host’s surfaces prior to infection. There
are at least 50 pathovars, many of which cause a wide range of
plant diseases that exhibit diverse symptoms, such as leaf or fruit
lesions, cankers, blasts, and galls (1–7).

P. syringae produces several type III effectors and virulence
factors, but the role of its toxins is particularly significant during
symptom development (1, 8–10). The current study is focused on
mangotoxin, which inhibits the enzyme ornithine N-acetyltrans-
ferase (11, 12). Mangotoxin was initially detected in strains from
P. syringae pv. syringae (11); however, its production was recently
observed in strains of pathovar avellanae (13). Recent studies have
reported the involvement of the mgo (8, 12, 14) and mbo (15)
operons in mangotoxin production and P. syringae pv. syringae
virulence. The mbo operon is composed of six genes, and all of
them are directly involved in mangotoxin production.

The development of specific methods for pathogen detection
in planta is very important. In this sense, different PCR methods
have been developed and improved to detect different P. syringae
pathovars. For example, one PCR method used primers that were
based on the 16S-23S ribosomal genes to identify strains of P.
syringae pv. actinidae in which the PCR resulted in a specific am-
plicon of this pathovar (16). A multiplex PCR assay has been de-
veloped for the identification and differentiation of P. fragi, P.
lundensis, and P. putida on the basis of the coamplification of
different carbamoyl phosphate synthase small-subunit gene frag-
ments (17). Another example is the amplification of the gene iaaL,
yielding a 454-bp fragment that allows the identification and de-

tection of P. syringae pv. savastanoi strains (18). In the current
study, we have developed a sensitive and specific method for the
detection of mangotoxin-producing strains by a PCR that is based
on the amplification of an mbo operon region in P. syringae. The
specificity of the mbo operon within mangotoxin biosynthesis was
essential for the planning and development of this method (15).

Additionally, the study of specific genes for the biosynthesis
and production of virulence factors, as in the case of the mbo
operon, could also be used in phylogenetic studies. Sawada et al.
(19) revealed a remarkable degree of congruence between two
housekeeping genes (gyrB and rpoD) and two components of the
pathogenesis-associated type III secretion system (hrpS and hrpL),
leading to the conclusion that the type III secretion system was
acquired prior to the diversification of the P. syringae pathovars.
The diversity of P. syringae strains has been further explored by
physical mapping of the ribosomal gene cluster, revealing that the
size and structure of P. syringae genomes vary greatly by pathovar
and that large-scale genomic rearrangements are common (20). In
this study, a phylogenetic analysis using housekeeping genes has
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enabled us to establish a basis for the comparison and study of the
mbo operon across a group of strains belonging to different patho-
vars of P. syringae. Characterizing the allocation and internal or-
ganization of the mbo operon has also been realized to obtain
information about the evolutionary history of mbo genes in the P.
syringae complex. Moreover, sequencing of the mbo operon in
four strains belonging to pathovar syringae was carried out to
perform a comparison.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. The bacterial strains used in this
work are described in Table 1. Escherichia coli CECT831 (Colección Espa-
ñola de Cultivos Tipo, Spain) was used as the indicator strain for antime-
tabolite toxin production and was cultured at 37°C using Luria-Bertani
medium (41). P. syringae was routinely propagated at 28°C using King’s
medium B (42).

Detection of P. syringae antimetabolite toxin production. Antime-
tabolite toxin production was assayed using the previously described in-
dicator technique (43, 44) that evaluates growth inhibition of E. coli on
Pseudomonas minimal medium (PMS). Briefly, P. syringae strains to be
assayed were stabbed onto a double layer of the E. coli strain CECT831
indicator bacterium and incubated at 22°C for 24 h, followed by an addi-
tional 24 h of incubation at 37°C. The production of an antimetabolite
toxin was deduced from the appearance of inhibition haloes around the P.
syringae strains, and the identity of the biochemical step that was inhibited
by the antimetabolite toxin was confirmed by reversion of the haloes in
separate PMS plates containing 100 �l of a 100 mM solution of the cor-
responding amino acids, L-glutamate, N-acetyl-L-glutamate, N-acetyl-or-
nithine, L-citrulline, and L-arginine (Fig. 1).

General molecular techniques. Standard molecular biology tech-
niques were used for experimentation (41). Genomic DNA was prepared
using a Jet-Flex genomic DNA purification kit (Genomed) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. DNA concentrations and quality were deter-
mined with a NanoDrop ND-1000 (NanoDrop Technologies) spectro-
photometer and by agarose gel electrophoresis.

DNA sequence analysis and primer design. Multiple-sequence align-
ments were constructed with the program ALIGN X of the Vector NTI
suite (version 9.0; InforMax). Primers for conserved regions of the se-
lected target genes were designed using Primer3 software (45).

PCR amplification was done using GoTaq DNA polymerase (Pro-
mega); amplification conditions consisted of an initial denaturation step
at 94°C for 1 min, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 52°C for 30 s, and
72°C for 1 min and a final extension step at 72°C for 7 min in a Techne
TC-412 thermal cycler. Amplification products were analyzed by agarose
gel electrophoresis and stained with ethidium bromide.

The conservation of the mbo operon insertion point in different P.
syringae strains was examined by PCR using primers (mboIS-For/mboIS-
Rev; see Table S1 in the supplemental material) that overlapped the right
operon border. In the same way, the mbo operon synteny was determined
using the three primer pairs mboAB-For/mboC-Rev, mboC-For/
mboDE-Rev, and mboDE-For/mboF-Rev (see Table S1 in the supple-
mental material), which amplified overlapping DNA fragments that cover
the whole mbo operon (see Fig. 7).

Phylogenetic analysis. A phylogenetic analysis based on partial rpoD
and gyrB sequences was done using sequences of Pseudomonas spp. that
were available in the NCBI database and generated by us from the P.
syringae strains described in Table 1. Primers rpoDFor2/rpoDRev2 and
gyrBFor2/gyrBRev2 (13) or rpoDFor3/rpoDRev3 and gyrBFor3/gyr-
BRev3 (see Table S1 in the supplemental material) were used for rpoD and
gyrB amplification, and purified amplicons were sequenced by Macrogen.
Partial sequences of rpoD (807 bp) and gyrB (890 bp) were concatenated,
resulting in an alignment of 1,697 sites.

Other phylogenetic analyses were done using concatenated partial or
complete sequences available in the databases of the housekeeping genes
rpoD and gyrB (4,032 sites) and gltA, pgi, recA, and rpoD (5,871 sites); the

partial sequence of the mgoA gene (2,582 sites), which encodes a nonri-
bosomal peptide synthetase involved in mangotoxin production (12); or
the partial sequences of the mbo genes, which are involved in mangotoxin
biosynthesis (15). Searches for sequence similarity in the NCBI databases
were carried out using BLAST algorithms (46). Genome and nucleotide
sequences were visualized and manipulated using the Artemis genome
browser (47) and compared using the Artemis comparison tool (ACT)
(48) in combination with WebACT (49). Concatenated sequences from
the same strain were treated as a single sequence; multiple-sequence align-
ments were done using the Muscle program, and determination of the
optimal nucleotide substitution model and phylogenetic tree construc-
tion were done using MEGA5 software (50). P. fluorescens Pf-5 or P. sy-
ringae pv. oryzae 1_6 was used as the outgroup. Neighbor-joining, maxi-
mum-parsimony, and maximum-likelihood phylogenetic trees of the
individual gene sequences and concatenated data sets were generated us-
ing MEGA5 with the optimal model parameters and the option of com-
plete deletion to eliminate positions containing gaps. Confidence levels
for the branching points were determined using 1,000 bootstrap repli-
cates.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. All gltA, gyrB, pgi, recA, and
rpoD gene sequences were deposited in GenBank under accession num-
bers JX867777 to JX867781, JX867783 to JX867860, JX867862 to
JX867932, and JX878889 to JX878894. Sequences of the mbo operons and
mgoA genes were deposited in GenBank under accession numbers
JX878400 to JX878403.

RESULTS
Genes for mangotoxin production are restricted to some patho-
vars of genomospecies 1. Antimetabolite toxin production by the
94 P. syringae strains representing 20 pathovars and 6 genomospe-
cies listed in Table 1 was evaluated with an E. coli in vitro inhibition
assay (43, 44). Mangotoxin production was detected in diverse
strains of P. syringae pv. avellanae, pisi, and syringae (Table 1),
confirming the earlier descriptions of pathovars syringae (11) and
avellanae (13) as mangotoxin producers. Three pathovar tomato
strains produced an unnamed antimetabolite toxin (Fig. 1) that
inhibits the conversion of N-acetyl-L-glutamate to N-acetyl-orni-
thine (11, 51). Additionally, strain P. syringae pv. syringae ITACyL
488, which was isolated from vetch, produced inhibition haloes in
the E. coli inhibition test that could not be reverted with any of the
tested amino acids. Therefore, this strain might be producing a
new toxin with characteristics that remain to be determined.

The phenotypic identification of mangotoxin-producing
strains by the E. coli inhibition assay is cumbersome and time-
consuming. We therefore developed a PCR method to detect
strains that harbored the mbo operon, which is essential for man-
gotoxin production (15). Among 20 primer pairs assayed that
covered single or adjacent genes of the mbo operon, we selected
pair mbo24-For/mbo24-Rev (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material) to amplify a 692-bp fragment overlapping genes mboA
and mboB because it produced a strong and specific band, with no
spurious banding (data not shown). We then detected the pres-
ence or absence of the mbo operon using primer pair mbo24-For/
mbo24-Rev in 94 strains belonging to 20 P. syringae pathovars and
6 genomospecies. We obtained a 692-bp specific amplicon for 59
of the analyzed strains, which belonged to 5 pathovars; all of them
were part of genomospecies 1 (Fig. 2 and 3; Table 1). However,
only 52 of these strains produced mangotoxin in the E. coli inhi-
bition test: 4 P. syringae pv. aptata strains and 3 P. syringae pv.
syringae strains (UMAF0167, 1444-5, and FF5) yielded a strong
amplification band (Fig. 2) but did not produce mangotoxin.

Additionally, we did not detect a specific amplicon or mango-
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TABLE 1 Production of antimetabolite toxins and possession of the mbo operon by a collection of P. syringae strains

P. syringae pathovar and strain Host and place of isolation Source or referencea

Antimetabolite toxin
producedb

mbo operonc

Detection Insertion site

Cit7d* Orange, USA Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
aceris MAFF302273* Maple, USA Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
actinidae

NCPPB3738 Kiwi, Japan Murillo et al. (13) Phaseolotoxin � �
NCPPB3739 Kiwi, Japan Murillo et al. (13) Phaseolotoxin � �
NCPPB3740 Kiwi, Japan Murillo et al. (13) Phaseolotoxin � �
NCPPB3871 Kiwi, Italy Murillo et al. (13) Phaseolotoxin � �
MAFF302091* Kiwi, Japan Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �

aesculi
2250* Chestnut, UK Green et al. (22) ND � �
NCPPB3681* Chestnut, India Green et al. (22) ND � �

aptata
DSM50252 Sugar beet, USA Baltrus et al. (21) � � �
LMG5059 Sugar beet, USA BCCM/LMG � � �
LMG5532 Sugar beet, Italy BCCM/LMG � � �
LMG5646 Sugar beet, New Zealand BCCM/LMG � � �

avellanae
ISPaVe011 Hazelnut, Italy Murillo et al. (13) Mangotoxin � �
ISPaVe2056 Hazelnut, Italy Murillo et al. (13) Mangotoxin � �

coronafaciens
CECT4389 Oat, Canada Arrebola et al. (11) Tabtoxin � �
ICMP3113* Oat, UK Yamamoto et al. (21) ND � �

glycinea
A29-2* Soybean, Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
NCPPB2411* Soybean, New Zealand Yamamoto et al. (23) ND � �

japonica MAFF301072* Barley, Japan Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
lachrymans

MAFF301315* Cucumber, Japan Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
MAFF302278* Cucumber, USA Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �

maculicola ICMP 3935* Broccoli, New Zealand Yamamoto et al. (23) ND � �
mori MAFF301020* Mulberry, Japan Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
morsprunorum MAFF302280* Plum, Japan Baltrus et al. (21) ND � �
oryzae 1_6* Rice, Japan Reinhardt et al. (24) ND � �
phaseolicola

1448A Bean, Ethiopia Teverson (25) Phaseolotoxin � �
CYL314 Bean, Spain Rico et al. (26) � � �

pisi
1704B Pea, France Baltrus et al. (21) Mangotoxin � �
HRI203 Pea, New Zealand Yamamoto et al. (23) Mangotoxin � �
NCPPB1365 Pea, Canada NCPPB Mangotoxin � �

savastanoi
NCPPB3335 Olive, France Pérez-Martínez et al. (27) � � �
NCPPB639* Olive, Yugoslavia Yamamoto et al. (23) ND � �

syringae
7A7 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin and Bender (28) � � �
7C6 Ornamental pear, USA G. W. Sundin Mangotoxin � �
7B12 Ornamental pear, USA G. W. Sundin � � �
7B40 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin and Bender (28) Mangotoxin � �
7D46 Ornamental pear, USA G. W. Sundin � � �
7F29 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin et al. (29) Mangotoxin � �

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

P. syringae pathovar and strain Host and place of isolation Source or referencea

Antimetabolite toxin
producedb

mbo operonc

Detection Insertion site

8B48 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin et al. (29) � � �
8C32 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin et al. (29) Mangotoxin � �
8C43 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin et al. (29) � � �
8F21 Ornamental pear, USA Sundin et al. (29) Mangotoxin � �
1444-5 Laurel, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) � � �
1507-7 Hawthorn, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) � � �
1559-9 Mango, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
B728a Bean, USA Feil et al. (30) � � �
CECT127 Lilac, UK CECT Mangotoxin � �
CECT4429 Lilac, UK CECT Mangotoxin � �
CFBP3388 Vetch, France Tourte and Manceau (31) Mangotox./phaseolotox. � �
CRD 09-87 Chickling pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
DAR77787 Mango, Australia Young (33) Mangotoxin � �
DAR77789 Mango, Australia Young (33) Mangotoxin � �
EPSMV3 Pear, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) � � �
EPS17A Pear, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
FF5 Ornamental pear, USA Sohn et al. (34) � � �
ITACyL 488 Vetch, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (35) Unknown � �
ITACyL 522 Chickling pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 523 Chickling pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 524 Chickling pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 525 Chickling pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 526 Grass pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 527 Grass pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 528 Grass pea, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
ITACyL 529 Vetch, Spain Martín-Sanz et al. (32) � � �
NCPPB1239 Bean, Kenya NCPPB Mangotoxin � �
Ps-5 Mango, Israel UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
Ps-6 Mango, Israel Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
Ps-10 Mango, Israel Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
Ps-35 Mango, Israel Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0049 Mango, Spain Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0081 Mango, Spain Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0158 Mango, Spain Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0167 Mango, Spain Cazorla et al. (36) � � �
UMAF0170 Mango, Spain Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0176 Mango, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0209 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0214 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0217 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0220 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0221 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0222 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0223 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0225 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF0226 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF1003 Mango, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF1060 Mango, Spain Gutiérrez-Barranquero et al. (37) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2007 Mango, Portugal Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2008 Mango, Portugal UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2025 Mango, Portugal Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2026 Mango, Portugal Cazorla et al. (36) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2676 Bean, South Africa Arrebola et al. (11) � � �
UMAF2700 Mango, Italy UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2702 Mango, Italy Gutiérrez-Barranquero et al. (37) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2801 Mango, Spain Gutiérrez-Barranquero et al. (37) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2802 Mango, Spain Gutiérrez-Barranquero et al. (37) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2805 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2808 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF2811 Mango, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �

(Continued on following page)
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toxin production in 35 strains (Fig. 2b; Table 1) belonging to the
pathovars actinidae (n � 4), coronafaciens (n � 1), phaseolicola
(n � 2), savastanoi (n � 1), syringae (n � 21), tabaci (n � 1),
tagetis (n � 1), and tomato (n � 4). Furthermore, a BLAST search
of sequenced P. syringae genomes belonging to 17 pathovars (http:
//www.pseudomonas-syringae.org/) (21) revealed the presence of
the mbo operon in strains Cit7 (without pathovar assignation) and
MAFF301072 (P. syringae pv. japonica).

In summary, the characterization of a large collection of P.
syringae strains belonging to 20 pathovars (Table 1) by phenotypic
assays, PCR amplification, and/or analysis of their sequenced ge-
nomes disclosed the presence of the mbo operon for mangotoxin

biosynthesis in strains from five pathovars (pathovars aptata,
avellanae, japonica, pisi, and syringae), all of which belong to
genomospecies 1 (52).

Elucidation of the mbo operon evolutionary history. To
study the mbo operon evolutionary history within the P. syringae
complex, we examined the phylogeny of diverse strains using con-
catenated sequences of internal fragments of housekeeping genes
rpoD and gyrB (total, 1,697 sites). Trees obtained by diverse clus-
tering methods showed the same topology (Fig. 3 and 4a; see Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material), and the strains of genomospe-
cies 1 were clustered in three groups within all trees, two of which
contained all of the strains harboring the mbo operon. Among the

TABLE 1 (Continued)

P. syringae pathovar and strain Host and place of isolation Source or referencea

Antimetabolite toxin
producedb

mbo operonc

Detection Insertion site

UMAF3028 Mango, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF4002 Tomato, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Mangotoxin � �
UMAF6024 Purple phlomis, Spain UMA-LC Mangotoxin � �
UMAF6016 Chestnut, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) � � �
UMAF6582 Peach, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) � � �

tabaci ATCC 11528 Tobacco, USA ATCC Tabtoxin � �
tagetis CECT4430 Marigold, Zimbabwe CECT � � �
tomato

DC3000 Tomato, UK Moore et al. (38) � � �
DCT6D1 Tomato, Canada Moore et al. (38) Unnamed � �
K40* Tomato, USA Cai et al. (39) ND � �
NCPPB1108* Tomato, UK Cai et al. (39) ND � �
T1* Tomato, Canada Almeida et al. (40) ND � �
UMAF4007 Tomato, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Unnamed � �
UMAF6018 Tomato, Spain Arrebola et al. (11) Unnamed � �

a ATCC, American Type Culture Collection; CECT, Colección Española de Cultivos Tipo, Spain; CFBP, Collection Française de Bactéries Associées aux Plantes, France; DSM,
German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, Germany; BCCM/LMG, Belgian Coordinated Collections of Microorganisms, Belgium; NCPPB, National Collection of
Plant Pathogenic Bacteria, United Kingdom; ICMP, International Collection of Microorganisms from Plants, New Zealand; MAFF, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,
Japan; UMA-LC, IHSM-UMA-CSIC, University of Málaga, Microbiology and Plant Pathology Laboratory Collection.
b ND, not determined; �, antimetabolite toxins not detected; Mangotox./phaseolotox., mangotoxin/phaseolotoxin.
c The presence or absence (� and �, respectively) of the mbo operon was determined by specific PCR amplification or from bioinformatic analyses of the published genomes from
the NCBI (strains marked *); the operon was in all cases inserted in the same genomic location as in strain P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0158.
d No pathovar designation.

FIG 1 Schematic representation of the arginine-glutamine and polyamine biosynthesis pathways. The enzymatic targets that are inhibited by antimetabolite
toxins mangotoxin, phaseolotoxin, tabtoxin, and an unnamed phytotoxin that was produced by different P. syringae pathovars are shown. Target enzymes have
the following abbreviations: GS, glutamine synthetase; OAT, ornithine N-acetyltransferase; OCT, ornithine carbamoyltransferase; and ODC, ornithine decar-
boxylase. The pathovars of P. syringae producing each toxin are indicated.
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mangotoxin-producing strains, group I contained 45 strains of
P. syringae pv. syringae, which were isolated from woody hosts,
mainly mangoes, whereas group II contained 16 strains from the
pathovars aptata, avellanae, japonica, pisi, and syringae, which
were isolated from diverse woody and herbaceous hosts. Group III
clustered all the strains from genomospecies 1 that did not contain
the mbo operon, which included 1 pathovar aceris strain plus 21
pathovar syringae strains. Finally, the remaining strains com-
prised 30 non-mangotoxin producers from different genomospe-
cies that clustered separately. In this phylogenetic analysis, group
III diverged after the separation of groups I and II, suggesting that
the mbo operon was acquired once by the common ancestor of
groups I, II, and III and later lost in group III. An alternative
explanation is that the mbo operon was acquired independently by
the putative ancestors of groups I and II (Fig. 3 and 4a; see Fig. S1
in the supplemental material). To confirm this result, we per-
formed further phylogenetic analyses using additional housekeep-
ing genes (Fig. 4b to d). For these analyses, we used only those
strains with an available genome sequence plus two pathovar sy-
ringae strains representative of group I (UMAF0158) and group II
(CFBP3388).

In the different trees that were built using concatenated se-
quences of the gltA, pgi, recA, and rpoD genes (5,871 sites), a partial
sequence of the mgoA gene (2,582 sites), or the mbo genes (5,114
sites), all strains clustered as in the gyrB-rpoD phylogenetic tree.
However, and in contrast to the gyrB-rpoD tree, group III diverged
before the separation of groups I and II. Because this topology has
strong bootstrap support, the multilocus sequence typing and
mgoA trees suggest that the mbo operon was acquired by groups I
and II in either one or two separate acquisition events and after
their separation from group III.

The mbo operon is highly conserved among the two phylo-
groups. Phylogenetic analyses clearly indicated that the strains
harboring the mbo operon cluster in two well-separated phylo-

groups, groups I and II (Fig. 3 and 4; see Fig. S1 in the supplemen-
tal material). We therefore examined whether the operon is con-
served in organization, sequence, and physical location in both
phylogroups in order to gain support for one of the possible sce-
narios explaining the evolutionary history of the mbo operon.

To further evaluate the conservation of the mbo operon in the
two phylogroups, we obtained the complete sequence of this
operon from P. syringae pv. syringae strains UMAF0158,
UMAF0167 (both group I), and CFBP3388 (group II) (see Table
S2 in the supplemental material) and compared them with the
sequence of the operon from the draft genome sequence of strains
P. syringae Cit7 (group I), and P. syringae pv. aptata DSM50252,
pisi 1704B, and syringae FF5 (the last three strains are from group
II) (see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Sequence analysis
of the seven strains reveals that the mbo operon maintains synteny
and is generally well conserved, ranging in size from 6,769 to 6,801
bp. The operon harbors six open reading frames (ORFs) and
shows a 55 to 56% G�C content, which is lower than the average
G�C content of the P. syringae pv. syringae B728a chromosome
(59.23%) (30, 53). The mbo operon is highly conserved among
strains of group I, with nucleotide identity values being higher
than 99%; however, the nucleotide identity among strains of
group II varies between 96.5 and 98.5%, which is not surprising,
given that this group includes strains from different pathovars.
Nevertheless, the mbo operon is well conserved when both groups
are compared, with levels of nucleotide identity being higher than
94.2% in pair comparisons (see Table S2 in the supplemental ma-
terial).

We examined the mbo operon point of insertion by PCR using
a primer pair that overlaps the right border of the operon (Fig. 5).
The amplification of DNA from 19 strains from group I and 15
strains from group II produced an amplicon of the same size for all
strains (692 bp), whereas no amplification was observed for
strains belonging to group III (Fig. 5). Additionally, the compar-

FIG 2 Detection by PCR of a specific mangotoxin biosynthesis operon sequence in different P. syringae genomospecies 1 strains. (a) Schematic representation
of the four primer pairs designed for mbo operon detection in P. syringae strains. (b) Gel electrophoresis showing the specific 692-bp product generated with
primers mbo24-For and mbo24-Rev from strains harboring the mbo operon. Lanes correspond to the following: 1, P. syringae pv. syringae 7C67; 2, P. syringae
pv. syringae 7F29; 3, P. syringae pv. syringae 8F21; 4, P. syringae pv. syringae 1559-9; 5, P. syringae pv. syringae CECT127; 6, P. syringae pv. syringae CECT4429;
7, P. syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388; 8, P. syringae pv. syringae DAR77787; 9, P. syringae pv. syringae DAR77789; 10, P. syringae pv. syringae EPS17A; 11, P.
syringae pv. syringae NCPPB1239; 12, P. syringae pv. syringae Ps-5; 13, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0081; 14, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0214; 15, P.
syringae pv. syringae UMAF0225; 16, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF1060; 17, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF6024; 18, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF6016;
19, P. syringae pv. pisi 1704B; 20, P. syringae pv. pisi HRI203; 21, P. syringae pv. pisi NCPPB1365; 22, P. syringae pv. avellanae ISPaVe011; 23, P. syringae
pv. avellanae ISPaVe2056; 24, P. syringae pv. syringae 7D46; 25, 8B48; 26, P. syringae pv. syringae 8C43; 27, P. syringae pv. syringae ITACyL 488; 28, P.
syringae pv. syringae ITACyL 521; 29, P. syringae pv. syringae ITACyL 523; 30, P. syringae pv. syringae ITACyL 526; 31, P. syringae pv. syringae ITACyL 529; 32,
P. syringae pv. syringae 1444-5; 33, P. syringae pv. syringae FF5; 34, P. syringae pv. syringae EPSMV3; 35, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0167; 36, P. syringae pv.
tomato DC3000; 37, P. syringae pv. tomato DCT6D1; 38, P. syringae pv. tomato UMAF4007; 39, P. syringae pv. tomato UMAF6018; 40, P. syringae pv.
coronafaciens CECT4389; 41, P. syringae pv. phaseolicola 1448A; 42, P. syringae pv. phaseolicola CYL314; 43, P. syringae pv. aptata DSM50252; 44, P. syringae pv.
syringae 1507-7; 45, P. syringae pv. syringae B728a; 46, P. syringae pv. syringae CECT4430; 47, P. syringae pv. syringae 0049; 48, P. syringae pv. syringae
UMAF0158; 49, P. syringae pv. tabaci ATCC 11528; M, molecular size marker (HyperLadder I; Bioline).
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FIG 3 Schematic neighbor-joining tree of P. syringae strains belonging to different pathovars and harboring or not the mbo genes (mbo � and mbo �,
respectively) for mangotoxin production. The neighbor-joining tree was constructed with MEGA5 using the concatenated partial sequences of rpoD and gyrB.
The Tamura-Nei substitution model with gamma correction was used for tree construction. Bootstrap values (1,000 repetitions) are shown on each branch. One
hundred thirteen strains of different P. syringae pathovars were analyzed. The pathovar, host, and country of isolation are presented on the right, together with
the number of strains (indicated by n) and the genomospecies (Gsp.) to which they belong, according to Gardan et al. (52). Evolutionary distances are given in
units of nucleotide substitutions per site. The topology was similar among trees produced by the maximum-parsimony and maximum-likelihood methods.
Sequences of rpoD and gyrB were extracted from published genome sequences or were sequenced for this work. For more detailed information, see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material.
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ison of the mbo operon sequence from the seven strains indicated
above (see Table S2 in the supplemental material) showed that the
operon was inserted in the same location in strains from both
groups I and II. A comparison of the nucleotide sequences from
mangotoxin-producing and non-mangotoxin-producing strains
indicates that the insertion of the mbo operon is correlated with
the loss of a highly conserved 67- or 68-bp sequence (Fig. 6). This
sequence is present in the closed genome sequences of P. syringae
pv. phaseolicola 1448A, P. syringae pv. syringae B728a, and P.
syringae pv. tomato DC3000 (Fig. 6) and is also conserved in se-
quence and position within the genomes of other P. syringae and
P. fluorescens strains that do not produce mangotoxin (data not
shown), indicating that this small fragment is ancestral to P. syrin-
gae and has been lost during the acquisition of the mbo operon.
This evidence suggests that the mbo operon has never been ac-
quired by strains from group III, which contain the 67-bp frag-
ment.

Finally, the internal organization of the mbo operon was deter-
mined by PCR using three pairs of primers that produced over-
lapping amplicons. These primers yielded identical amplification
products for all the analyzed strains from groups I and II (Fig. 7),
indicating a widely conserved synteny. All of these data showed

that the mbo operon was acquired only once during the evolution-
ary history of P. syringae, by a common ancestor of groups I and II.

DISCUSSION

In previous studies by our group, the production of mangotoxin
was shown to be associated with P. syringae pv. syringae and to
contribute to its virulence in tomato plants (8, 11). Recently,
Murillo et al. (13) reported the production of mangotoxin by
strains of pathovar avellanae, as well as the simultaneous produc-
tion of two antimetabolite toxins, mangotoxin and phaseolotoxin,
by strain P. syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388. In the current study,
we evaluated the production of mangotoxin and other antimetab-
olite toxins in 94 strains belonging to different pathovars of the P.
syringae complex. Besides pathovars avellanae and syringae, we
detected production of mangotoxin in three strains of pathovar
pisi, which is in contrast to previous analyses that did not find
toxin-producing strains in the last pathovar (44, 51). This discrep-
ancy could be due to several reasons, including differential analy-
sis conditions that could impact toxin production; an inherent
inability of previously analyzed strains to produce mangotoxin, in
spite of having the biosynthesis genes, as we observed with strain
FF5; or, since we examined here strains from only one of the two P.

FIG 4 Phylogeny of toxigenic and nontoxigenic P. syringae pv. syringae strains using diverse nucleotide sequences. Neighbor-joining trees were constructed with
MEGA5 using the concatenated complete sequences of rpoD and gyrB (a), concatenated partial sequences of gltA, pgi, recA, and rpoD (b), a partial sequence of
gene mgoA (c), and concatenated partial sequences of the mboABCDEF genes (d); the substitution models Tamura 3-parameter (mgoA and mbo genes) and
Tamura-Nei (other genes) with gamma correction, as indicated by the model analysis module of MEGA5, were employed. Bootstrap values (1,000 repetitions)
are shown on branches. The mbo operon acquisition alternatives are marked as follows: A, mbo operon acquisition by the common ancestor of groups I, II, and
III and loss in group III; B, mbo operon acquisition twice independently by groups I and II; C, mbo operon acquisition by the common ancestor of groups I and
II. P. syringae pathovars are abbreviated as follows: Ps, P. syringae (no pathovar assigned); Pac, P. syringae pv. aceris; Pae, P. syringae pv. aesculi; Ptt, P. syringae
pv. aptata; Psj, P. syringae pv. japonica; Ppi, P. syringae pv. pisi; Pph, P. syringae pv. phaseolicola; Psy, P. syringae pv. syringae; Pta, P. syringae pv. tabaci; Pto, P.
syringae pv. tomato; Por, P. syringae pv. oryzae. The trees were rooted with P. syringae pv. oryzae 1_6. Evolutionary distances are given in units of number of
nucleotide substitutions per site. The topology was similar for trees produced by the maximum-parsimony and maximum-likelihood methods. Sequences from
some strains were extracted from published genome sequences.
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syringae pv. pisi lineages (54), the possibility that the previously
analyzed strains belong to a phylogenetic lineage that does not
produce toxins.

We designed a primer pair specific for the mbo operon that was
used to screen a collection of 94 strains from 20 P. syringae patho-
vars. The primers were highly specific, yielding amplification only
in strains that produced mangotoxin in an in vivo inhibition test
or in strains that contained the mbo operon, confirming the use-
fulness of this primer pair. All of the strains isolated from lesions
of apical necrosis of mango so far have been shown to produce
mangotoxin during the inhibition bioassay (11, 55), supporting
the idea that this primer pair could potentially be used for the
detection of P. syringae pv. syringae in mango plants and for
broader disease diagnosis. The PCR and the inhibition analyses,

combined with the search for mangotoxin biosynthesis genes in
the P. syringae genomes from the databases, allowed us to deter-
mine that the mangotoxin biosynthesis operon is present only in
strains from P. syringae pv. aptata, avellanae, japonica, pisi, and
syringae, all of which belong to genomospecies 1. The amplifica-
tion of overlapping DNA fragments as well as the sequence
comparisons showed that the composition, structure, and se-
quence of the mbo operon are highly conserved in all these
pathovars. Although P. syringae pv. syringae FF5, UMAF0167,
and UMAF1444-5 and the four P. syringae pv. aptata strains
yielded the expected amplification products for the mbo operon or
contained the mbo operon in their genome sequence, we did not
detect production of mangotoxin in the in vivo inhibition test for
any of the strains. This is in contrast to a previous report showing

FIG 5 Mapping of the mbo operon insertion point in P. syringae strains. (a) Schematic representation of the PCR amplification strategy for the 3= end of the mbo
operon. Primers mboIS-For/mboIS-Rev (amplicon of 580-bp) were designed between the 3= end of the mboF gene and the next ORF downstream of the mbo
operon. (b) Representative results of amplification using 34 strains that harbor the mbo operon and two non-mangotoxin-producing strains that were used as
negative controls. Lanes correspond to the following: 1, P. syringae pv. aptata DSM50252; 2, P. syringae pv. aptata LMG5059; 3, P. syringae pv. aptata LMG5532;
4, P. syringae pv. aptata LMG5646; 5, P. syringae pv. avellanae ISPaVe011; 6, P. syringae pv. avellanae ISPaVe2056; 7, P. syringae pv. pisi HRI203; 8, P. syringae pv.
pisi NCPPB1365; 9, P. syringae pv. pisi 1704B; 10, P. syringae pv. syringae 7C6; 11, P. syringae pv. syringae 7B40; 12, P. syringae pv. syringae 7F29; 13, P. syringae
pv. syringae 1444-5; 14, P. syringae pv. syringae 1559-9; 15, P. syringae pv. syringae CECT127; 16, P. syringae pv. syringae CECT4429; 17, P. syringae pv. syringae
CFBP3388; 18, P. syringae pv. syringae DAR77787; 19, P. syringae pv. syringae EPS17A; 20, P. syringae pv. syringae FF5; 21, P. syringae pv. syringae NCPPB1239; 22,
P. syringae pv. syringae Ps-10; 23, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0049; 24, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0081; 25, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0167; 26, P. syringae pv.
syringae UMAF0209; 27, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0221; 28, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF1060; 29, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF2008; 30, P. syringae pv. syringae
UMAF2700; 31, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF2802; 32, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF4002; 33, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF6024; 34, P. syringae pv. phaseolicola
1448A; 35, P. syringae pv. syringae B728a; 36, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0158; M, molecular size marker (HyperLadder I, Bioline).

FIG 6 mbo operon insertion site analysis. Alignment of the nucleotide sequences bordering the mbo operon with the corresponding sequences in non-
mangotoxin-producing strains (P. syringae pv. phaseolicola 1448A, P. syringae pv. syringae B728a, and P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000). The nucleotide
differences with respect to strain DC3000 are indicated, while dots indicate identical nucleotides and a hyphen shows an indel. The CDSs flanking the point of
insertion of the mbo operon are shown in black, with indication of their locus tag numbers in the genomes of P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000, P. syringae pv.
phaseolicola 1448A, and P. syringae pv. syringae B728a. nt, nucleotides.
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that three strains of pathovar aptata produced an antimetabolite
toxin inhibiting the arginine/ornithine biosynthesis pathway (51).
However, the enzymatic step(s) affected could not be identified
because the reversion of inhibition with purified amino acids fol-
lowed an atypical pattern, suggesting the production of more than
one antimetabolite toxin or of a toxin inhibiting different enzy-
matic steps. Additionally, transformants of strains FF5 and
UMAF0167 that contained the mbo operon were able to produce
mangotoxin in the inhibition assay (15), suggesting that they do
not contain any mutation outside the mbo operon that could pre-
vent the biosynthesis or functionality of this toxin. Although we
did not find premature stop codons in any of the coding DNA
sequences of the mbo operon from the genomes of strains FF5 and
DSM50252, it is still possible that these operons contain specific
mutations that prevent the biosynthesis of an active toxin with
respect to the operon in strain UMAF0158. This is not unlikely,
because instances of nontoxigenic isolates containing a toxin bio-
synthesis cluster have already been described for P. syringae patho-
vars that produce phaseolotoxin or tabtoxin (2, 8, 26, 56).

To study the evolutionary history of the mbo operon, we per-
formed independent phylogenetic analyses using diverse house-
keeping genes, as well as the mgoA operon, which is essential for
mangotoxin biosynthesis but is present in all examined P. syringae
strains. All of these analyses were highly congruent and revealed
the same major clades, which were in agreement with previous
results of studies that used different combinations of housekeep-
ing genes (19, 21, 57–59). In particular, strains of genomospecies 1
containing the mbo operon clustered in two well-defined groups
that mirror the relative degree of host specialization found in P.
syringae pv. syringae (60). From these, group I contains P. syringae
pv. syringae strains that were mainly isolated from woody hosts,
particularly mango, whereas group II is enriched in strains from
herbaceous hosts belonging to diverse pathovars. An important
inconsistency among the different phylogenetic trees was identi-
fied with respect to the branching order of groups I, II, and III (Fig.
4), which results in some uncertainty over the number of times
that the mbo operon has been acquired by the strains of genom-

ospecies 1. This type of discrepancy is commonly found in phylo-
genetic analyses of P. syringae when using different housekeeping
genes or even different genes from an operon from the hrp cluster,
particularly for very closely related taxa, and has been interpreted
to be a consequence of genetic exchange and recombination (21,
59, 61–63). Examination of the mbo operon insertion site offers
further significant clues about its evolutionary history, in that the
insertion site was the same for all the strains and in all cases was
associated with the loss of a continuous 67-bp fragment that is
ancestral to P. syringae. The possibility that the mbo operon was
acquired by an ancestor of genomospecies 1 and later lost by the
ancestor of group III is difficult to maintain because this loss im-
plies the concomitant reacquisition of the 67-bp fragment. There-
fore, the simplest explanation implies that the mbo operon was
acquired by a putative ancestor of groups I and II and has since
evolved separately within both groups. Nevertheless, we cannot
discount the less likely possibility that the operon was acquired by
the ancestor of one of these two groups and then horizontally
transferred to the ancestor of the other group, where the operon
evolved independently. However, we could predict a very limited
lateral transfer of the mbo operon because it is not linked to
integrases, transposon sequences, or any other obvious re-
peated sequences; in contrast, the phaseolotoxin biosynthesis
cluster from P. syringae pv. phaseolicola and P. syringae pv.
actinidae is associated with integrases, which probably medi-
ated its horizontal exchange between these two pathovars (13,
20, 64). This would suggest that the mbo operon was acquired
by illegitimate recombination, a process that was shown to
operate during the diversification of effector genes in P. syrin-
gae (65) but is predicted to occur with a very low frequency
(66), further supporting the single-acquisition-event hypothe-
sis.

In conclusion, the specificity of the mbo operon has allowed the
design of specific primers and a PCR protocol that permits a fast
and efficient method for identifying potential mangotoxin-pro-
ducing strains. With this PCR method, we have detected the pres-
ence of the mbo operon in five pathovars of P. syringae from geno-

FIG 7 Internal organization of the mbo operon. (a) Schematic diagrams of the overlapping primers used for determining the organization of the mbo operon.
The size of each amplicon is also shown. (b) Results of amplification in the selected strains belonging to groups I and II. P. syringae pv. syringae B728a (a
non-mangotoxin producer) was included as a negative control. Lanes correspond to the following: 1, P. syringae pv. syringae 7C6; 2, P. syringae pv. syringae
DAR77787; 3, P. syringae pv. syringae EPS17A; 4, P. syringae pv. syringae NCPPB1239; 5, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF4002; 6, P. syringae pv. syringae
UMAF0167; 7, P. syringae pv. syringae UMAF0158; 8, P. syringae pv. aptata DSM50252; 9, P. syringae pv. avellanae ISPaVe2056; 10, P. syringae pv. pisi
NCPPB1365; 11, P. syringae pv. syringae 1444-5; 12, P. syringae pv. syringae FF5; 13, P. syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388; 14, P. syringae pv. syringae B728a; M,
molecular size marker (HyperLadder I, Bioline).
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mospecies 1, whereas mangotoxin production has been reported
for the first time in P. syringae pv. pisi. The high conservation of
the structure, sequence, and genomic location of the mbo operon,
together with the phylogenetic analysis showing that the mbo
operon is present in only two groups from genomospecies 1 of the
P. syringae complex, strongly suggests that the mbo operon has
been horizontally acquired only once during the evolution of this
bacterial species.
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